-Extend the expresiveness of modelling abstractions to give support to the types of interaction of web services -Provide methodological guides that allow to:
• Adequately Determine the Web Services (highly cohesive functional groups) • Sistematically Identify "public" operations. (coarsegrained operations) -Define transformation rules that allow the implementation of OOWS conceptual models in a SOA.
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• Providing operations to implement functional requirements of a Web application.
Functional Groups Application Logic
• This group provides the operations for the authentication and management of the potential users that interact with the application
Functional Groups User Management
Designing Web Services
• getIndexedProductIndex (Name, Price)
• searchProduct(Name)
• searchWishList(Name)
Functional Groups Information Retrieval
• Defines operations to retrieve the information that must be shown in each navigational context
• explorationLink
• sequenceLink(context)
• operationLink(service)
• Provides operations to implement the navigation defined in the navigational model.
Functional Groups Navigation Support
Designing Web Services • Filtering what parts of the system are going to be provided in a machine-processable format.
Model-to-Text Transformation

Model-to-Model
OOWS Extension. SWS The Adaptive Web
• Traditional Web applications give users a limited set of interaction possibilities.
• Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHS) let users experience a personalized interaction by means of adaptation of content, navigation and presentation.
• Two kind of Approaches:
-Adaptive Systems, which make use of intelligent techniques, automatically adapting itself to the user needs according to a user model.
-Web Adaptive Applications Modelling from a high level of abstraction that allow the modeller to describe:
• the types of users that use the application; and • the multiple sets of interactions that must be provided to each of them.
The Adaptive Web The Adaptive Web
Web Requirements Elicitation
• Current Web Engineering Methods provide a limited support to the elicitation and specification of web application requirements in a more user oriented way and they do not provide high abstraction mechanisms.
• Web requirements define the navigational needs for each kind of user of the web application.
• At the requirements elicitation step, clients do not understand the current terminology that is used by navigational designers (nodes, links, web page, menu, options, search engine or access mechanisms).
Web Requirements Elicitation
Web Requirements Elicitation Advanced UI Design Towards an OOWS++
